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preliminary remarks
the simulation of the diurnal cycle of deep convection by the GCMs 
involved in this project often wrong in the same way, with deep 
convection occuring several hours too early (see EUROCS web page)

objectives:
to provide a simple framework to address this issue (SCMs/CRMs)
to identify the reasons of this failure

specificities of this case-study / previous cases:
the focus is not on the mature stage of convective systems nor 
on their time mean properties
modelling of a transient regime
What are the factors involved in the development - and the 
suppression - of deep convection?
forcing from the large-scale advection much weaker than cases 1-3
Convection forced mostly from the surface heat fluxes



Case set-up

derived from Case3 (ARM-SGP)
1 selected day repeated twice
simulation starts in the morning
surface heat fluxes: combination of local measurements & var. anal.

set-up very close to WG1 shallow cumulus case over land (Brown et al.)



MODELS

7 SCMs: ARPEGE-clim, ARPEGE-NWP, ECMWF, LMD, MetO,
PLUMES, HIRLAM-CLIM

operational models except PLUMES (research SCM)

triggering based on convective instability, + for a few 
parameterization, information on the BL convective activity 

most of parameterizations: either shallow or deep convection

clouds parameterized in a variety of ways, prognostic, diagnostic 
(linked to RH, to turbulence scheme)

3 CRMs: CRCP, MesoNH, UKLEM (2D)

resolution: from ∆x=250m in UKLEM to ∆x=2km

various sub-grid schemes (mixing length, sub-grid scale microφ)

results (in terms of timing) are sensitive to these choices!



Large spread in the amount of predicted rainfall but…
the typical weakness found in GCMs is reproduced
deep convection starts later in CRMs 
Why? 
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characteristics of parameterized downdrafts

SCM1
SCM2

Mup

2.Mdown

Mup

2.Mdown

contrasted behaviours among SCMs
various relative intensities (not directly 
linked to their impact though)
significant impact on BL development 
in the morning, additional source of pb



In CRMs, convective draughts are predominantly upwards 
at first,  convective downdraughts develop later

Clearly need a dedicated effort/careful analysis
Hypothesis in SCMs? How are they supported or not by CRMs?…



θ and q in the BL in the late afternoon
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θe and saturation deficit in the whole column at midnight
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Q1/Q2: time mean profiles



Q1/Q2: time evolution



Q1/Q2: time evolution above 800 mb

Lag between max |Q2| and max |Q1|



no lag between max |Q2| and max |Q1|
drying rather than moistening via Q2



CLOUDS
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saturation deficit function

further analysis 
with a CRM

Chaboureau et al. 
(2003)

fct(sat def, q and T variability)



Chaboureau et al. (2003)



CRMs

SCMs



Diurnal cycle of convective stability







summary

design a simple framework (case-study) for CRMs and SCMs (ARM/SGP) 
allowing to identify weaknesses of conv. param. / type of situation 

CRMs: provided useful informations despite weaknesses 
(BL & shallow cumulus) about the succession of convective regimes 

the treatment of the BL is important: 
small diff. in the BL properties can impact the development of convection
increased horizontal resolution, improved subgrid-scale processes

for more quantitative analyses 
(assess CRMs with WG1 cases: use of the shallow cumulus case) 

most SCMs cannot handle properly such a succession of regimes
too early triggering of convection can be related to

their too strong link with CAPE independently of BL activity 
their lack of sensitivity to moisture / ≠ CRMs 

additionnal problemes may arise from the param. of downdraughts…
strong & various impacts on the simulated clouds



quite instructive exercise, 
identification of problems, solved 
some of them, 

To go further: additional 
analyses are required for  
developing/modifying/improving  
these specific aspects in 
parameterizations (working on 
param., e.g. via more SCM-GCM--
CRM people closer collaborations, 
or ?, additional CRM diagnostics, 
entrainments…) 
e.g. convective downdraughts

we need more information from 
observations documenting the 
diurnal cycle of convection, in 
particular the growing phase of 
convection 

a transect (~like the Pacific 
one) but documenting the diurnal 
cycle of convection over land 
would be a useful tool


